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Spheria Australian Smaller Companies Fund. Returns of the Fund are net of applicable fees,
costs and taxes. All p.a returns are annualised.
* Benchmark is the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index.
# Inception date of the current investment strategy is 11th July 2016. The Fund was established in
June 2005. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
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Adbri Limited
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Market Cap Bands

Commentary
The Spheria Australian Smaller Companies Fund was flat (after fees) in
May, slightly underperforming it’s benchmark by 0.2%.
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The Smaller Companies index was up very modestly over May however
the capital markets have kicked into overdrive. Announced M&A deals
(many not completed as yet) were amongst the highest levels the ASX
has seen in the last 20 years. The IPO market is also experiencing high
levels of activity as entrepreneurs and Private Equity seek to hit the exit
whilst the IPO window is open. As is often the case however the rush for
the exits eventually fatigues the time, patience and interest of the market
and a number of recent attempts to hit the market have been pulled as
the finely balanced scales between cynicism and opportunism tip back in
favour of the former.
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The other area of heightened activity in the market has been the IPO
market. We are highly selective with IPO’s and approach them with
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The market concerns around inflation remain highly topical. Tomes have
been written on whether we will see inflation and if so for how long this
rarely seen mythological beast will continue in our midst. Having said
that, the conditions for its re-appearance have never been better. The
modern-day conjurers (aka the Cabal of the Central Bankers) have been
brewing their caldrons for several years now, perfecting the secret herbs
and spices, to make a heady cocktail for its re-appearance. Its little
wonder then that the combination of this brew plus the super stimulus
from Covid 19 is starting to work through the economic system. Short
term observable inflation indicators are up hugely – freight rates have
doubled, raw material prices are at record levels, consumer demand and
confidence is strong, and we are experiencing a number of supply
shortages (computer chips, cars, etc.). Covid induced lack of migration is
also biting many industries with hospitality and mining in particular
struggling to fill job vacancies. Wage pressure in the West is now fairly
extreme although when mobility eases there should be some relief for
this pressure cooker. For now, the Cabal has managed to persuade
markets that they can conjure up the inflationary beast and yet keep the
longer-term impacts in a convenient bottle.
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caution. Since the end of September, we have invested in only around 4 out of the 29 IPO’s (the total number of
raisings above $30m). Whilst the results of our investments here have been solid, we do not rely on this as a key
performance generator for the Fund. We typically look for companies with a decent length of financial history and
limited to no private equity involvement, solid cash flow generation and a supportive valuation before investing.
Given the relatively flat month for the market, absolute performance drove the Funds attribution over the month.

Major Contributors for the Month
Ainsworth Gaming Technology (AGI.ASX) rose almost 20% over the month as it reported improved trading for its
second half. The US gaming market continues to recover from the Covid induced lock downs over the previous
year and the company announced a gaming licence deal with US-listed GAN ltd worth up to US$30m over 5 years.
EML Payments (EML.ASX – Not owned) declined 42% as they announced that the Central Bank of Ireland had
raised significant regulatory concerns with respect to the two businesses EML had recently bought in the UK
(Sentenial and Nuapay). Notwithstanding the recent share price pullback, we remain cautious on the stock given
the frequent M&A undertaken by EML, the potential reputational and financial impact of the aforementioned
regulatory issues and its still heady valuation (40x EV/EBIT in FY21). .
Class Ltd (CL1.ASX) rose 9% over May. CL1 continues to present as an outstanding investment opportunity as
reasonably new management lead by Andrew Russell continue to execute against a growing TAM with an
expanding product portfolio. Cash generation remains high, notwithstanding increased investment in longer term
growth drivers like R&D and Sales and Marketing teams. Finally with rusted on consumers – over a 99% client
retention rate – CL1 has significant latent pricing power should inflation become a market reality.

Major Detractors for the Month
Monadelphous Group (MND.ASX) declined 22% over May on the markets continued concerns that the acute labour
shortage in WA would crimp margins and stifle MND’s ability to bid for new projects. Whilst both concerns have
some validity, we think they are shorter term in nature. The re-opening of Australia’s domestic travel borders
followed by the eventual international border re-opening should alleviate labour cost pressures. Meanwhile record
commodity prices which have spurred resource shares to their highs, will very likely lead to increased exploration,
resource M&A and new capital projects. At less than 10x EV/EBIT we believe MND is attractive.
Seven West Media (SWM.ASX) declined 16% over the month on limited news flow. The announcement in late May
that Nine Entertainment Co (NEC.ASX) had also reached an agreement with Facebook and Google for content
sharing worth in the vicinity of $30-40m pa continues to give us confidence that earnings are likely to materially
recover in FY21 and FY22 with a substantial improvement in the balance sheet. Longer term media consolidation in
Australia remains the most likely scenario.
Vista Group International (VGL.ASX) retraced 11% over the month after a strong performance so far this year on
Covid concerns emanating from India. This makes little fundamental sense however as many of the markets VGL is
exposed to (North America, Europe) are re-opening and cinema attendance is recovering. As the world’s leading
cinema ERP software firm, we think the market is still underestimating the upside to earnings when cinema
exhibition returns to something resembling normality.

Outlook & Strategy
Little over the past few months has allayed our concerns that parts of the market are over-extended. Retail
investors have rushed back into the market with fervour. This has pushed areas – especially in micro caps – to
levels that are hard to justify on fundamentals. Oddly however there remain pockets of market where there is
complete investor disinterest chiefly in areas where there are temporary earnings lags or there is a perception that
Continued on the next page…
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the sectors are not high growth or disruptive. Should inflationary forces return on a more permanent basis longer
term interest rates may continue to rise. We continue to believe adhering to a valuation discipline with this
backdrop is the best way to serve our investors over the cycle.
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Spheria Australian Smaller Companies Fund

Platform availability

Benchmark (universe)

S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index

ASGARD

Investment objective

The Fund aims to outperform the S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries
Accumulation Index over the medium to long term.

BT Panorama

Investing universe

Primarily listed companies outside the top 100 ASX listed
companies by market capitalisation and companies listed on the
New Zealand Stock Exchange with an equivalent market
capitalisation

Distributions

Half yearly

Fees

1.10% p.a. management fee & 20% performance fee of the Fund’s
excess return versus its benchmark, net of the management fee.

Cash

•
•

Expected turnover

30-40%

Style

Long only

APIR

WHT0008AU

Minimum Investment

$25,000

Up to 20% cash
Typically 5% - 10%

BT Wrap
First Wrap
HUB24
IOOF Portfolio Service
Macquarie Wrap
mFund
MLC Wrap / Navigator
Netwealth
One Vue
uXchange

This communication has been prepared by Spheria Asset Management Pty Limited ABN 42 611 081 326 (‘Spheria’), Corporate Authorised
Representative 1240979 of Pinnacle Investment Management Limited (AFSL 322140). ). Interests in the Spheria Australian Smaller Companies Fund
ARSN 117 083 762 (the ‘Fund’) are issued by Pinnacle Fund Services Limited (ABN 29 082 494 362 AFSL 238371), the Responsible Entity. The
Responsible Entity is not licensed to provide financial product advice. You should consider the Product Disclosure Statement (‘PDS’) in its entirety
before making an investment decision. The current PDS of the Fund can be found at www.spheria.com.au/funds. Spheria is the investment
manager of the Fund.
Spheria and Pinnacle Fund Services Limited believe the information contained in this communication is reliable, however, no warranty is given as
to its accuracy and persons relying on this information do so at their own risk. To the extent permitted by law, Spheria and Pinnacle Fund Services
Limited disclaim all liability to any person relying on the information in respect of any loss or damage (including consequential loss or damage)
however caused, which may be suffered or arise directly or indirectly in respect of such information contained in this communication. This
communication is for general information only. The information is not intended as a securities recommendation or statement of opinion intended to
influence a person or persons in making a decision in relation to investment. It has been prepared without taking account of any person’s
objectives, financial situation or needs. Any person considering action on the basis of this communication must seek individual advice relevant to
their particular circumstances and investment objectives.
Any opinions or forecasts reflect the judgment and assumptions of Spheria on the basis of information at the date of publication and may later
change without notice. Any projections are estimates only and are contingent upon matters outside the control of Spheria and therefore may not
be realised in the future. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.
The information contained in this communication is not to be disclosed in whole or part or used by any other party without the prior written consent
of Spheria.
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